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Across 
 

    

1 Year associated with widespread political  26 International Democracy Union (initials) 

 unrest in Paris (not 1789) (5-5) 27 One, two (Japanese) (4, 2) 

8 Initials shared by most famous little girl in  28 Hôtel du … Darkly poetic 1938 film by Marcel  

 Nazi Germany (called by journalist Douglas   Carne best known for Arletty line on bridge over 

 Reed “a sort of Nazi Crown Princess”) and   canal Saint-Martin: “Atmosphère! Atmosphère!  

 Austrian author of ubiquitous, plodding tome   Est-ce que j’ai une gueule d’atmosphère?”  

 The Story of Art 30 Seminal 1941 horror movie with Lon Cheney Jr. 

9 Hans Eysenck or Hindley Earnshaw (initials)  memorable for eerie transformation scenes and  

10 One Europe (initials)  creature walking on tiptoes through mist 

11 That which passes all understanding in droll 
 

Down 
 Anglican witticism (initials) 

13 Mission: Impossible or Morton Isaacson  1 Translation of Old Testament into Greek by  

 (initials)  seventy scholars hence the name 

15 “I’m afraid. I’m afraid, Dave. Dave, my mind  2 Popular Russian name (… Stravinsky, … the  

 is going. I can feel it. I can feel it. My mind   Assassin etc.) 

 is going. There is no question about it. I can  3 Initials shared by English philosopher known for 

 feel it. I can feel it. I can feel it. I’m afraid”  characterization of life as “solitary, poor, nasty, 

 Movie villain from 60s known for memorable   brutish, and short” and controversial poet laureate 

 death scene  known for bitter, cynical, surreal verse (Crow  

16 Pertaining to 16th century council convened  etc.) and killing wife (also girlfriend) 

 by Catholic church in Trent to confront threat  4 “…, …, make us proud. Turn another ship 

 to hegemony posed by Luther and protestant   around” Rousing chant at Stand with Gaza rallies 

 Reformation  meet State Library Victoria forecourt 12.00PM  

18 Adorable K-Pop singer from tripleS (also  Sundays 

 sub-unit LOVElution) and popular contestant 5 Initials shared by celebrated authors of disparate 

 on reality survival show Girls Planet 999  texts The Seventh Seal, White Christmas and 

19 Another classic Chisels album (initials)   In-A-Gadda-Da-Vida 

22 Florentine banking dynasty (missing at sea)  6 Mixed up prophet known for building ark, 

 WARNING cryptic  inventing wine, immutable curse on grandson  

24 Motto of German army during WW1 inspiring  used to justify transatlantic slave trade and  

 witty rejoinder of British soldiers “We’ve got   promise from G-d, symbolized by rainbow, not  

 mittens too” (4, 3, 3)  to kill everyone again 

 

28.3 (contd.) 
 

Down (contd.)   
    

7 Seminal New York punk band from 70s with 17  Body part of slain dragon sown by mythical hero  

 Tom Verlaine also Richard Hell prior to   Cadmus growing into fully armed warriors or 

 dismissal for overexuberant performing style  Spartoi (lit. sown men) in ripping myth about 

 (leading to formation of Voidoids and release   foundation of ancient “seven-gated” Thebes 

 of Blank Generation in 1977) 20 Committee [for] Open Discussion of [the]  

12 Long, tasseled item of liturgical dress worn   Holocaust (initials) 

 by priests around waist confining Alb while  21 Ahed Tamimi (initials) 

 performing Mass symbolizing chastity 23 Holiday … Controversial 1941 Christmas movie  

14 Unfriendly, hostile, tending to obstruct or   starring Bing Crosby and Fred Astaire shocking 

 harm  to modern audiences due to casual racism of 40s  

15 Ancient religion based on vision of universe   inc. tribute to Abraham Lincoln in black face 

 as suffused with divinity the ultimate goal of  25 Morton Isaacson or Mission Impossible (initials) 

 life being to realize you are god 29 Die Walküre (initials) 
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